SOIL ANALYSIS
How to collect samples
With a clean shovel collect soil across the field to be used for
planting. Dig a hole the depth and width of a spade. Use the
spade to cut a thin slice of soil from one side of the hole and put
in a bucket or sheet. Take samples from between 10 –20 sites,
and mix all the samples well. Place a 1kg sample from the
mixed samples into a paper bag and submit to laboratory.
Dispatch sample in tightly packed in cooler boxes or in
cardboard boxes, Label containers clearly with name and
address of ARC laboratory and return address of sender.

Sample collection layout

plan:
Select an area of similar soil
texture and slope that is also 1
hectare or smaller
Make a 1kg sample of each
area and dispatch in separate
paper bags

Sampling equipment:
?
Soil auger or shovel or spade
?
Plastic/ Paper bags
?
Labels
?
Waterproof/permanent marker
?
Bucket (for mixing soil samples)

Label and information
?
Place a label in a plastic bag

Care of samples
Place all samples in paper or plastic bags to prevent drying
and then place in a cooler bag. Do not expose samples to
direct sunlight or other source of heat or leave samples
exposed in the field or in a vehicle on very hot days. Keep
samples in a cool place at all times. Leave roots with soil in
bag. Transport samples in cool boxes or insulated
containers, store in cool place or refrigerator at 10-15ºC and
post or hand-deliver samples within a week or as soon as
possible.

Dispatching of samples (Where to send)
?
Dispatch samples in tightly packed in cooler boxes or in

cardboard boxes
?
Label containers clearly with name and address of

consignee and sender
?
Attach warning signs such as ‘Handle with care’.
?
Address: ARC-SCW, 600 Belvedere Street, Arcadia,

Private Bag X79, Pretoria, 0001, South Africa

and attached it either inside or
outside the sample’s bag
?
Name and address of the farmer
as well as the name of the
collector
?
Crop plant to be planted
?
Cropping history of the field
?
Fertilisers, pesticides and
herbicides applied
?
Source of water used (rain,
borehole, etc.)

Top and Middle soils will be
tested for: Phosphorus;
Potasium; Calcium, Magnesium,
Sodium, Ammonium acetate; and
acidity (pH). R196.00
Bottom soils will be tested for:
acidity (pH) and resistance.
R91.00
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Cost of having soil samples analyzed at ARC-OVI
(including VAT)

Prices include recommendations
on best fertilizers etc. that will be
sent to farmer after payment via
post.
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Rinse the spray tank after use and
empty out next to the sprayed area.
Clean sprayer
inside and out

Triple rinse

SAFE USE OF CHEMICALS
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Spray washings
back onto crops

Be sure to buy the right product
for your specific problem.

Follow the
instructions carefully.
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Wear
protection gear
while mixing,
like glasses,
gloves and
mouth masks.
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Close all
containers
tightly after
use.

Store tank and remaining chemicals in a
cool dry place safely locked away out
of reach of children and animals.

Wash body and
clothes separately
after use or spray
of pesticides.

Wash after use

Immediately remove
clothing and take a
shower in case of
execessive
contamination.
Shower at the end of the
day before changing into
clean clothes.
Wash body and hair
thoroughly with soap
and water.
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Wear
protection
gear
(glasses,
gloves and
masks) and a
hat while
spraying.
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Wash all fruits and
vegetables before use.
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INSTITUTE FOR
ARCARC-INSTITUTE
SOIL, CLIMATE AND
WATER
Telephone:
+27(0)12 427 9700
+27(0)12 310 2500
Postal address:
ARC-Institute for Soil,
Climate and Water
Private Bag X79
Pretoria, 0001
South Africa

AGRICULTURAL
RESEARCH COUNCIL
TRAINING AND ADVISORY UNIT

Physical Address:
1134 Park street, Hatfield, Pretoria
Postal address:
P.O. Box 8783,
Pretoria,
0001,
SOUTH AFRICA
GPS Coordinates:
S 25° 44' 55. 8"
E 28° 14' 14. 0"
Enquiries:
traininservices@arc.agric.za
Tel: +27 (0)12 427 9700
Fax: +27 (0)12430 5814
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